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Tristan is destined to inherit the Sea Court throne...as long as the mighty depths of the savage blue

don't claim him first  In the quest for the Sea Court throne, Tristan has already watched one good

friend die. Now he must lead the rest on a dangerous voyage in search of the trident that will make

him king. But while Tristan chases his destiny, the dark forces raging against him are getting

stronger, and the sea witch of his nightmares is getting closer. Battling pirates, sea dragons, and

mutant creatures of the deep, Tristan needs his friends' support. But they each have their secrets,

and a betrayal will force Tristan to choose between loyalty and ambition, friendship and love. In the

race for a throne, all's fair in the savage blue.
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There are only six days and seven nights before the duel in Toliss, when one of four finalists will be

crowned King of the Sea. The good news is that Tristan, only a merman for the past two weeks and

one of the contenders, found a piece of the magic trident at the conclusion of The Vicious Deep

(2012). But as he and his friends, sea creatures and Ã¢â‚¬Å“foot-finsÃ¢â‚¬Â• alike, seek the

remaining two parts of the trident, dark forces are gaining ground (and, yes, that includes the evil

silver mermaid). Once again TristanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s cocky, dudelike voice feels authentic, and the

cliff-hanger ending leaves readers anticipating the next Ã¢â‚¬Å“clash of sand and sea.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

Grades 9-12. --Ann Kelley --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.



""Tristan's cocky, dudelike voice feels authentic, and the cliff-hanger ending leaves readers

anticipating the next 'clash of sand and sea.'" " - Booklist"One of the few Latinas working in the

hugely popular YA paranormal genre . . . Her books capture the gritty, freak-show cool of Coney

Island and explore an otherworldly island populated by sea creatures that are dangerously different

than typical Disney lore. The story also has a romantic current that runs through the murky,

ever-shifting relationship between Tristan and his childhood-friend-turned-hot-chick Layla Santos. " -

Cosmopolitan for Latinas"This fast-paced read will appeal to Percy Jackson fans who are now older

teens; there is plenty of adventure, plus a helping of relationship drama and a sprinkling of humor. . .

.the page-turning action is sure to keep [readers] on the edge of their seats. The cliff-hanger ending

will leave them clamoring for the next installment." - School Library Journal

A strong follow-up to book 1! I really enjoyed the style and action. Perfect for a crowd that loves

Percy Jackson type books.

This book was great, better than okay and worse than the best book i have ever read. The viscous

deep, the first book of the series, was better than this. Though this one had more suspense and left

me wanting it to just tell me the ending.

Good story

The item was delivered quickly. The book itself is really good. The humor and characters were

delightfully refreshing and kept me intrigued. I couldn't put the book down. I am ready for the next

book already!

It is well written and entertaining, the suspense is great. I did not want to stop reading. Great story. I

can't wait for the next book

Okay. I admit it. I did not enjoy this book. I don't think it's the writer's fault, because the story has

many fine elements, it's just that they came across to me as being bland. The universe is there, it's

interesting, as are the characters and their stories but they just don't grab me the way they should.

And I hate that because I really want to love this series. That said, I fully endorse reading this story

and forming your own opinion. I am going to read the final book and see no reason why anyone else

should not.What I do enjoy? Tristan feels like a real teenage boy. His mistakes, his problems, his



reactions to them are convincing and that alone makes this a worthy read. In this book he is

confronted with an issue that would certainly unsettle anyone convinced of (and certainly

encouraged to believe) his uniqueness.The villainess is given more definition, useful in expanding

motivations for her actions, but touching upon something definitely an issue here. Discrimination,

racial (ethnic, class) pride and the consequences thereof. A lot of things would not have happened if

parts of this story universe were not the way they are.The drama of the plot twist is nice. I love it,

actually, reluctantly, because it forces Tristan to reconsider some issues and yet I was hoping it

would turn out differently. Good that it did not. Very good set up for what is definitely going to be a

spectacular finale.I really like what Cordova does with her source material, the original fairytale and

the Disney version, but...well, maybe I need a reread.

This book kept my interest and was just as good as the first! It's suspenseful, and several of its

twists caught me off guard. I'm ready for the third installment!!

This is a great adventure/fantasy-ish book! I kept wanted to know what happened next! Pretty

excited for the next installment! (read the Vicious Deep)
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